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BASIC COMPUTER ENGINEERING

The aim of this book is to provide an overview of classic as well as new research results on optimization problems and algorithms. Beside the theoretical basis, the book contains a number of chapters describing the application of the theory in practice, that is, reports on successfully solving real-world engineering challenges by means of optimization algorithms. These case studies are collected from a wide range of application domains within computer engineering. The diversity of the presented approaches offers a number of practical tips and insights into the practical application of optimization algorithms, highlighting real-world challenges and solutions. Researchers, practitioners and graduate students will find the book equally useful.

Introduction to Digital Computer Engineering

Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) are systems that use artificial intelligence techniques in the problem solving process. This text is designed to develop an appreciation of KBS and their architecture and to help users understand a broad variety of knowledge based techniques for decision support and planning. It assumes basic computer science skills and a math background that includes set theory, relations, elementary probability, and introductory concepts of artificial intelligence. Each of the 12 chapters are designed to be modular providing instructors with the flexibility to model the book to their own course needs. Exercises are incorporated throughout the text to highlight certain aspects of the material being presented and to stimulate thought and discussion.

Probability for Electrical and Computer Engineers

I explained the optional or secondary topics for the Department of Computer Engineering, but they are also necessary in the near future, and also important for students of higher studies, to obtain preliminary information on optimization, web programming, mobile programming, basics of computer vision, deep learning, big data, data mining, and artificial intelligence.

Computer Engineering on Overview:

"This textbook is designed to introduce students to the fundamental concepts shared by courses in Computer Engineering, Computer Electronics and Computer Hardware and Interfaces. This text, by two long-time Computer Studies educators, combines foundational knowledge with practical skills in areas such as integrated circuits, interfaces, networking, and programming. The book introduces all the exciting aspects of the discipline and sets them in context using relevant hands-on activities and projects for students to complete."--Publisher's website (www.holtssoft.com).

This book presents a collection of research findings and proposals on computer science and computer engineering, introducing readers to essential concepts, theories, and applications. It also shares perspectives on how cutting-edge and established methodologies and techniques can be used to obtain new and interesting results. Each chapter focuses on a specific aspect of computer science or computer engineering, such as: software engineering, complex systems, computational intelligence, embedded systems, and systems engineering. As such, the book will bring students and professionals alike up to date on key advances in these areas.

Digital Signal Processing

This updated textbook introduces readers to assembly and its evolving role in computer programming and design. The author concentrates the revised edition on protected-mode Pentium programming, MIPS assembly language programming, and use of the NASM and SPIM assemblers for a Linux orientation. The focus on modern students with a firm grasp of the main features of assembly programming, and how it can be used to improve a computer's performance. All of the main features are covered in depth, and the book is equally viable for DOS or Linux, MIPS (RISC) or CISC (Pentium). The book is based on a successful course given by the author and includes numerous hands-on exercises.

Elementary Mathematical and Computational Tools for Electrical and Computer Engineers Using MATLAB

Scientists and engineers must use methods of probability to predict the outcome of experiments, extrapolate results from a small case to a larger one, and design systems that will perform optimally when the exact characteristics of the inputs are unknown. While many engineering books dedicated to the advanced aspects of random processes and systems include background information on probability, an introductory text devoted specifically to probability and with engineering applications is long overdue. Probability for Electrical and Computer Engineers provides an introduction to probability and random variables. Written in a clear and concise style that makes the topic interesting and relevant for electrical and computer
Probability and Random Processes for Electrical and Computer Engineers This book Presents A Lucid And Systematic Exposition Of The Basic Principles Involved In Electrical And Electronics Engineering. A Wide Spectrum Of Concepts Is Covered, Ranging From The Basic Principles Of Electric Circuits To The Advanced Area Of Microprocessors. The Fundamental Concepts Are Explained In Sufficient Detail And Are Adequately Illustrated Through Suitable Solved Examples. This Edition Includes New Chapters On * DC Machines * Ac Machines * Electrical Measuring Instrumentation Systems And Several Other Topics Has Been Thoroughly Revis And Updated. The Book Would Serve As An Excellent For Undergraduate Engineering And Diploma Students Of All Disciplines. Amie Candidates And Practising Engineers Would Also Find It Extremely Useful.

Chapter 4: Basic Software Control Structures

The emphasis is on hardware interfacing concepts. Table of Contents: Introduction to Microcomputer Organization / Programmer's Model of the HSC08 family of processors is introduced. This part leads the reader from basic concepts up to tasks, and accommodates breadboard prototyping in a laboratory using freely available and low-cost tools. In Part I: Assembly Language Programming, the programmer's model of the HSC08 family of microcontrollers is introduced. This book can be valuable as a reference for engineers new to the Freescale HCS08 family of microcontrollers. It is suitable for a first course in computer organization for electrical or computer engineering students with a minimal background in digital logic and programming. In addition, this book can be valuable as a reference for engineers new to the Freescale HCS08 family of microcontrollers. It can be used as a technical reference by professionals. Links fundamental physics to the key challenges in computer design, including memory wall, power wall, reliability Provides all of the background necessary to understand the physical underpinnings of key computing concepts Covers all the major physical phenomena in computing from transistors to systems, including logic, interconnect, memory, clocking, I/O

Computer Engineering on Overview: Elective The theory of probability is a powerful tool that helps electrical and computer engineers to explain, model, analyze, and design the technology they develop. The text begins at the advanced undergraduate level, assuming only a modest knowledge of probability, and progresses through more complex topics mastered at graduate level. The first five chapters cover the basics of probability and both discrete and continuous random variables. The later chapters have a more specialized coverage, including random vectors, Gaussian random vectors, random processes, Markov Chains, and convergence. Describing tools and results that are used extensively in the field, this is more than a textbook; it is also a reference for researchers working in communications, signal processing, and computer network traffic analysis. With over 300 worked examples, some 800 homework problems, and sections for exam preparation, this is an essential companion for advanced undergraduate and graduate students. Further resources for this title, including solutions (for instructors only), are available online at www.cambridge.org/9780521864701.

Designed For Entry-Level Engineering Students, This Book Presents A Thorough Exposition Of Electrical, Electronics, Computer And Communication Engineering. Simple Language Has Been Used Throughout The Book And The Fundamental Concepts Have Been Systematically Highlighted. * This Edition Includes New Chapters On * Transmission And Distribution * Communication Services * Linear And Digital Integrated Circuits * Sequential Logic System * The Book Also Includes * Large Number Of Diagrams For A Clear Understanding Of The Subject * Cumerous Solved Examples Illustrating Basic Concepts And Techniques * Exercises And Review Questions With Answers * Revision Formulae For Quick Review And RecallAll These Features Make This Book An Ideal Text For Both Degree And Diploma Students Engineering.

Engineering Basics: Electrical, Electronics and Computers Engineering The vast majority of computers in use today are encapsulated within other systems. In contrast to general-purpose computers that run an endless selection of software, these embedded computers are often programmed for a very specific, low-level and often mundane purpose. Low-end microcontrollers, costing as little as one dollar, are often employed by engineers in designs that utilize only a small fraction of the processing capability of the device because it is either more cost-effective or because the application-specific part or because programmability offers custom functionality not otherwise available. Embedded Systems Interfacing for Engineers using the Freescale HCS08 Microcontroller is a two-part book intended to provide an introduction to hardware and software interfacing for engineers. Building from a comprehensive introduction of fundamental computing concepts, the book suitable for a first course in computer organization for electrical or computer engineering students with a minimal background in digital logic and programming. In addition, this book can be valuable as a reference for engineers new to the Freescale HCS08 family of microcontrollers. The HCS08 processor architecture used in the book is relatively simple to learn, powerful enough to apply towards a wide-range of interfacing tasks, and accommodates breadboard prototyping in a laboratory using freely available and low-cost tools. In Part I: Assembly Language Programming, the programmer's model of the HSC08 family of processors is introduced. This part leads the reader from basic concepts up to implementing basic software control structures in assembly language. Instead of focusing on large-scale programs, the emphasis is on implementing small algorithms necessary to accomplish some of the more common tasks expected in small embedded systems. The first part prepares the reader with the programming skills necessary to write device drivers in and perform basic input/output processing Part II, whose emphasis is on hardware interfacing concepts. Table of Contents: Introduction to Microcomputer Organization / Programmer's Model of the HCS08 CPU / HCS08 Assembly Language Programming

The Physics of Computing gives a foundational view of the physical principles underlying computers. Performance, power, thermal behavior, and reliability are all harder to achieve as transistors shrink to nanometer scales. This book describes the physics of computing at all levels of abstraction from single gates to complete computer systems. It can be used as a course for juniors or seniors in computer engineering and electrical engineering, and can also be used to teach students in other scientific disciplines important concepts in computing. For electrical engineering, the book provides the fundamentals of computing that link core concepts to computing. For computer science, it provides an overview of the many ways of solving key challenges such as power consumption, performance, and thermal. The book can also be used as a reference by professionals. Links fundamental physics to the key challenges in computer design, including memory wall, power wall, reliability Provides all of the background necessary to understand the physical underpinnings of key computing concepts Covers all the major physical phenomena in computing from transistors to systems, including logic, interconnect, memory, clocking, I/O


C Programming Concepts As book review editor of the IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, Mohamad Hassoun has had the opportunity to assess the multitude of books on artificial neural networks that have appeared in recent years. Now, in Fundamentals of Artificial Neural Networks, he provides the first systematic account of artificial neural network paradigms by identifying clearly the fundamental concepts and major methodologies underlying most of the current theory and practice employed by neural network researchers. Such a systematic and unified treatment, although sadly lacking in most recent texts on neural networks, makes the subject more accessible to students and practitioners. Important results are integrated in order to more fully explain a wide range of existing empirical observations and commonly used heuristics. There are numerous illustrative examples, over 200 end-of-chapter analytical and computer-based problems that will aid in the development of neural network analysis and design skills, and a bibliography of nearly 700 references. Proceeding in a clear and logical fashion, the first two chapters present the basic building blocks and concepts of artificial neural networks and analyze the computational capabilities of the basic network architectures involved. Supervised, reinforcement, and unsupervised learning rules in simple nets are brought together in a common framework in chapter three. The convergence and solution properties of these learning rules are then
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treated mathematically in chapter four, using the “average learning equation” analysis approach. This organization of material makes it natural to switch to learning multilayer nets using backprop and its variants, described in chapter five. Chapter six covers most of the major neural networks, while associative memories are given detailed coverage in this new chapter. The final chapter takes up Boltzmann machines and Boltzmann learning along with other global search/optimization algorithms such as stochastic gradient search, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms.

Introduction to Assembly Language Programming This text introduces the discipline of computer engineering to engineering students. It discusses the principle issues of data representation and develops the basic logic circuits for data manipulation. It closely examines a conventional simple computer, along with an assembler language suitable to its architecture and close to the IEEE-694 standard. The interplay of hardware design and software structure is stressed throughout, and is illustrated by examples ranging from string manipulation to input-output management. The text is distinguished by its clear, straightforward writing style, and it is accompanied by an MS-DOS disk containing a logic circuit simulator, an assembler, and a computer simulator. The disk includes copies of all examples in the book, allowing further exploration of logic circuits and step-by-step examination of central processor operation.

Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcontrollers Engineers around the world depend on MATLAB for its power, usability, and outstanding graphics capabilities. Yet too often, engineering students are either left on their own to acquire the background they need to use MATLAB, or they must learn the program concurrently within an advanced course. Both of these options delay students from solving realistic problems, especially when they do not have a text focused on applications relevant to their field and written at an appropriate level of mathematics. Ideal for use as a short-course textbook and for self-study Elementary Mathematical and Computational Tools for Electrical and Computer Engineers Using MATLAB fills that gap. Accessible after just one semester of calculus, it introduces the many practical analytical and numerical tools that are essential to success both in future studies and in professional life. Sharply focused on the needs of the electrical and computer engineering communities, the text provides a wealth of relevant exercises and design problems. Changes in MATLAB’s version 6.0 are included in a special addendum. The lack of skills in fundamental quantitative tools can seriously impede progress in one's engineering studies or career. By working through this text, either in a lecture/lab environment or by themselves, readers will not only begin mastering MATLAB, but they will also hone their analytical and computational skills to a level that will help them to enjoy and succeed in subsequent electrical and computer engineering pursuits.

Optimization in computer engineering – Theory and applications There are many ways to apply knowledge to achieve a successful career. Different people have used different ideologies get to the top. What are the characteristics that will help you achieve success? This book caters not only to students stepping into the engineering fields or the corporate world for the first time but also to those who are stuck in the wrong profession. The book highlights the importance of knowing your field of education, the importance of personality, finding the right opportunity in different fields of work, choosing the right first employer, and other important decisions related to your career. This book is an essential read for anyone who wants to enter the field of engineering. The volume includes a good number of illustrations with detailed notes.

Basic Computer Engineering: For RGPV has been tailored to exactly meet the requirements of the first-year students of Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya. It discusses the fundamentals of computers and C programming in great detail along with step-by-step presentation of concepts, illustrations, flow charts and chapter-end exercises, making the book indispensable for students.

Computer Engineering Updated to reflect the latest advances in the field, the Sixth Edition of Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcontrollers further enhances its reputation as the most accessible introduction to the basic principles and tools required in the design of digital systems. Features updates and revision to more than half of the material from the previous edition Offers an all-encompassing focus on the areas of computer design, digital logic, and digital systems, unlike other texts in the marketplace Written with clear and concise explanations of fundamental topics such as number system and Boolean algebra, and simplified examples and tutorials utilizing the PIC18F4321 microcontroller Covers an enhanced version of both combinational and sequential logic design, basics of computer organization, and microcontrollers

The ever expanding abundance of information and computing power enables researchers and users to tackle highly interesting issues for the first time, such as applications providing personalized access and interactivity to multimodal information based on user preferences and semantic concepts or human-machine interface systems utilizing information on the affective state of the user. The purpose of this book is to provide insights on how today’s computer engineers can implement AI in real world applications. Overall, the field of artificial intelligence is extremely broad. In essence, AI has found applications, in one way or another, in every aspect of computing and in most aspects of modern life. Consequently, it is not possible to provide a complete review of the field in the framework of a single book, unless if the review is broad rather than deep. In this book we have chosen to present selected current and emerging practical applications of AI, thus allowing for a more detailed presentation of topics. The book is organized in four parts; General Purpose Applications of AI; Intelligent Human-Computer Interaction; Intelligent Applications in Signal Processing and eHealth; and Real world AI applications in Computer Engineering."

Knowledge-Based Systems
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Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems Market_Desc: Primary Market: Undergraduate I Year Engineering student of RGPV, Bhopal (More than 1 lac intake)Course: Basic Computer EngineeringCourse Code: B.E. - 205Secondary Market: Undergraduate first year students of various universities, such as: UPTU (ECS-101/ECS-201 : Computer Concepts and Programming in C) - UTU (Fundamentals of Computer & Programming) - PTU (CS-101 Fundamentals of Computer Programming and Information Technology) - RTU (Computer Systems and Programming) - GTU (Computer Programming and Utilization) - Anna (GE211 Fundamentals of Computing and Programming) - JNTU (C Programming and Data Structures) - BPUT (BCS-3101 PROGRAMMING IN C) - VTU (10CPCP13/10CPCP23 Computer Concepts and C Programming) - CSVTU (300224 Introduction to Computing) Special Features: - Completely covers the syllabus as a textbook for B.E. first year course Basic Computer Engineering at RGPV (Bhopal) and similar courses in other universities. - Single-handedly caters to the requirements of several engineering disciplines that have course in their curriculum. - Explains programming in C++ in detail. - Covers operating systems such as Windows, DOS and UNIX; database management systems; data structures; algorithms and C++, without entering into the specifics of programming languages and complex technologies. - Makes liberal use of screenshots to show how the screen would look like after processing the command. - Has increased utility owing to the presence of a large number of examples and illustrations. - Covers programming assignments and experimental portions under specific chapters to take into account the practical nature of the course. - Contains appendices that introduce readers to emerging areas of research such as neural networks and fuzzy logic. - Provides model question papers for practicing questions based on the examination pattern. - Excellent pedagogy having:ü 160+ Figuresü 70+ Tablesü 40+ Programs with outputü 70+ Syntaxes and explanatory examplesü 220+ Objective questionsü 170+ Review questionsü 50+ Programming assignments. About The Book: This book helps in familiarizing students with the basic organization of the computer, and then moving on to study of the operating systems such as Windows, DOS and UNIX; database management systems; data structures; algorithms and C++, without entering into the specifics of programming languages and complex technologies. It provides an insight into the basics of computers as delineated by the syllabi of RGPV and various reputed Indian universities. This book is suitable for self-study because of clear explanation of the topics, uniformity in presentation, illustrations through numerous exercises, and chapters are laced with various screenshots to give an idea as to how the screen would look like while performing that particular step.

Computer Science and Engineering—Theory and Applications Written for computer and electronic professionals in both industry and academia, the book covers computer hardware, software, and applications, with topics ranging from computer arithmetic and digital logic to computer graphics, parallel computing systems, and VLSI system design.
Basic Computer Engineering: For RGPV C Programming Concepts: This book is specially written for Students who are new in the Computer Engineering and Information technology and Programmers to gain fundamentals knowledge about C programming language. Also every one with interest in C Programming can refer this book to get the knowledge about Various features the subject. It covers virtually most of High level language features and some of the advanced features like Preprocessor, Structures, Unions, Pointers and File handling etc including more than hands on examples tested. Samples are presented in easy to use way through Turbo C 3.0.

Probability and Random Processes for Electrical and Computer Engineers

Emerging Artificial Intelligence Applications in Computer Engineering This introductory book provides an in-depth, comprehensive treatment of a collection of classical and state-space approaches to control system design—and ties the methods together so that a designer is able to pick the method that best fits the problem at hand. It includes case studies and comprehensive examples with close integration of MATLAB throughout the book. Chapter topics include an overview and brief history of feedback control, dynamic models, dynamic response, basic properties of feedback, the root-locus design method, the frequency-response design method, state-space design, digital control, and control-system design. A basic reference for control systems engineers.

The book deals the main and compulsory lessons of the Department of Computer Engineering, in an easy, simple and adequate way to understand the topics of computer engineering and similar departments, this book is considered as a booklet for undergraduate students, and even for doctoral students, where it shortens the way for doctoral students to review the basic lessons of the Department of Computer Engineering, and Also, the way is shortened for engineering students and those interested in the Computer Department to learn the main curriculum for the department in a brief way. The book deals with topics COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, SOFTWARE MODELING LANGUAGES AND UML, OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING, DATA STRUCTURES AND DATA MODELS, DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND SQL, DISCRETE MATHEMATICS, BOOLEAN ALGEBRA, LOGIC CIRCUITS, ALGORITHM AND FLOW CHARTS, MICROPROCESSOR, PROGRAMMING IN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, and OPERATING SYSTEMS.

Fundamental of Digital Electronics And Microprocessors This book is of immense use for the students of B.Tech (CSE), B.Tech (IT), BCA, DCA and PGDCA who involved in this field. This book is divided into five chapters and all topics are illustrated with clear diagrams, very simple language is used throughout the text to facilitate easy understanding of concepts, Students will find the parts in the earliest way that they can understand. We hope the book will serve its intended purpose and students will get benefit from it the maximum possible ways. We would like to thanks to all peoples who suggest our book and all the students who invoke this book, we hope that this new edition will serve a great knowledge, and will be immensely helpful to all students, who are often hard pressed of time. Any suggestion from students, teachers and experts for the improvement of this book will be greatly acknowledged and will lead towards the preparation of the next edition. We sincerely hope that all people will enjoy to reading this book.

Fundamental of Digital Electronics And Microprocessors This book is of immense use for the students of B.Tech (CSE), B.Tech (IT), BCA, DCA and PGDCA who involved in this field. This book is divided into five chapters and all topics are illustrated with clear diagrams, very simple language is used throughout the text to facilitate easy understanding of concepts, Students will find the parts in the earliest way that they can understand. We hope the book will serve its intended purpose and students will get benefit from it the maximum possible ways. We would like to thanks to all peoples who suggest our book and all the students who invoke this book, we hope that this new edition will serve a great knowledge, and will be immensely helpful to all students, who are often hard pressed of time. Any suggestion from students, teachers and experts for the improvement of this book will be greatly acknowledged and will lead towards the preparation of the next edition. We sincerely hope that all people will enjoy to reading this book.

Basic Computer Engineering: For RGPV C Programming Concepts: This book is specially written for Students who are new in the Computer Engineering and Information technology and Programmers to gain fundamentals knowledge about C programming language. Also every one with interest in C Programming can refer this book to get the knowledge about Various features the subject. It covers virtually most of High level language features and some of the advanced features like Preprocessor, Structures, Unions, Pointers and File handling etc including more than hands on examples tested. Samples are presented in easy to use way through Turbo C 3.0.

Probability and Random Processes for Electrical and Computer Engineers

Emerging Artificial Intelligence Applications in Computer Engineering This introductory book provides an in-depth, comprehensive treatment of a collection of classical and state-space approaches to control system design—and ties the methods together so that a designer is able to pick the method that best fits the problem at hand. It includes case studies and comprehensive examples with close integration of MATLAB throughout the book. Chapter topics include an overview and brief history of feedback control, dynamic models, dynamic response, basic properties of feedback, the root-locus design method, the frequency-response design method, state-space design, digital control, and control-system design. A basic reference for control systems engineers.

The book deals the main and compulsory lessons of the Department of Computer Engineering, in an easy, simple and adequate way to understand the topics of computer engineering and similar departments, this book is considered as a booklet for undergraduate students, and even for doctoral students, where it shortens the way for doctoral students to review the basic lessons of the Department of Computer Engineering, and Also, the way is shortened for engineering students and those interested in the Computer Department to learn the main curriculum for the department in a brief way. The book deals with topics COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, SOFTWARE MODELING LANGUAGES AND UML, OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING, DATA STRUCTURES AND DATA MODELS, DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND SQL, DISCRETE MATHEMATICS, BOOLEAN ALGEBRA, LOGIC CIRCUITS, ALGORITHM AND FLOW CHARTS, MICROPROCESSOR, PROGRAMMING IN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, and OPERATING SYSTEMS.

Fundamental of Digital Electronics And Microprocessors This book is of immense use for the students of B.Tech (CSE), B.Tech (IT), BCA, DCA and PGDCA who involved in this field. This book is divided into five chapters and all topics are illustrated with clear diagrams, very simple language is used throughout the text to facilitate easy understanding of concepts, Students will find the parts in the earliest way that they can understand. We hope the book will serve its intended purpose and students will get benefit from it the maximum possible ways. We would like to thanks to all peoples who suggest our book and all the students who invoke this book, we hope that this new edition will serve a great knowledge, and will be immensely helpful to all students, who are often hard pressed of time. Any suggestion from students, teachers and experts for the improvement of this book will be greatly acknowledged and will lead towards the preparation of the next edition. We sincerely hope that all people will enjoy to reading this book.

Basic Computer Engineering: For RGPV C Programming Concepts: This book is specially written for Students who are new in the Computer Engineering and Information technology and Programmers to gain fundamentals knowledge about C programming language. Also every one with interest in C Programming can refer this book to get the knowledge about Various features the subject. It covers virtually most of High level language features and some of the advanced features like Preprocessor, Structures, Unions, Pointers and File handling etc including more than hands on examples tested. Samples are presented in easy to use way through Turbo C 3.0.

Probability and Random Processes for Electrical and Computer Engineers

Emerging Artificial Intelligence Applications in Computer Engineering This introductory book provides an in-depth, comprehensive treatment of a collection of classical and state-space approaches to control system design—and ties the methods together so that a designer is able to pick the method that best fits the problem at hand. It includes case studies and comprehensive examples with close integration of MATLAB throughout the book. Chapter topics include an overview and brief history of feedback control, dynamic models, dynamic response, basic properties of feedback, the root-locus design method, the frequency-response design method, state-space design, digital control, and control-system design. A basic reference for control systems engineers.